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(d) Hypergamy, child marriage, contempt of the widow coupled
with the custom of Sati and to a lesser extent vegetarianism are the
outcome of the contact and the struggle for supremacy between the
patriarchal Aryans and the matriarcal pre-Aryans.
A wealth of detail has been brought forth to strengthen the above
contentions. But many of the author's conclusions, though plausible
lack proof and are highly unconvincing."
L Karve,   NIA. IV,  Pt. p, pp. 314-3*6.
Ehrenfels, Baron Omar Rolf—The History, of Dress. J8HS.
V, pp. 12-24	[1131
A short study of the origin and development of dress in Europe in
general and in India in particular.
Fuchs, 8.—Holi.  NB. XIII, pp. 208-214.	[1132
Describes the Hindu Festival Holi; the customs observed at the
feast, and the significance.
Haas, Vilem—Hindu Widows.   AP. XII, pp. 396-401,   [1133
Brings the Western point of  view to   the problem  of  the Hindu
widow's status.
Mahalingaxn, T. V.—Social Legislation in Mediaeval South
India. 2VJR. XIII, pp. 29-38.	.	[1134
With a view to enforce the proper observance of swadharma
by the different communities in the kingdom, they appointed samaya-
charyas or censors of morals who kept a watch over the activities
of the people. Instances clearly show that where legislation of
social character made by Government, it was more in the nature
of an official sanction to certain changes that were inevitably coming
over the religious, social and economic life of the people.
Maharaj, Dharnxa Theerthaji—The Menace to Hindu Im-
perialism, pp. xv-f 334. Hindu Missionary Society, Lahore,
1941.	[1135
A scathing condemnation of the caste divisions of Hindu system.
Mukerjee, Radhakamal—Hindu Widow. AP. XII,
pp. 401-405.	[1136
Presents the social and ethical ideals that lie behind the practices
enjoined upon the Hindu widow. That the institution has its draw-
backs cannot be gainsaid. Evils are inevitable when a custom has
become rigid and when a discipline, meaningful only when it repre-
, sents a voluntary consecration to an ideal, is imposed from without.
Freedom for the individual to choose between remarriage and the
dedicated life to traditional Hindu widowhood would solve both the
social problem and the -demographic one, which, the writer shows,
is serious.

